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Quincy Bog Natural Area
A Guide to the Joe Kent Trail
Introduction
George N. “Joe” Kent (1921-1989) was a keen all-around
naturalist and an avid birder. He studied botany at Oberlin College,
but his particular interest in bogs developed from his graduate
studies at the University of New Hampshire. In the early 1970s, Joe
and the late Hobart VanDeusen, Curator of Mammals at the
American Museum of Natural History in New York City, led the
effort to acquire and protect the Quincy Bog. After Mr. VanDeusen's
death, Joe was the prime mover in constructing the Nature Center,
which was dedicated in 1978 to the memory of Hobart VanDeusen.
The center houses a small nature library, a work room and a meeting
room where programs are held. It is staffed by volunteers during the
summer.
The Quincy Bog Natural Area consists of a pond and
associated wetlands surrounded by upland forest. A flank of Mt.
Stinson extends toward the Bog from the north. The area supports a
variety of plant and animal life.

Aerial view of QBNA
Photo by Peter Bloch.
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The Trail
The 1-mile trail starts on the porch of the Nature Center at the
west end of the Bog and proceeds clockwise around the perimeter,
crossing the outlet stream and returning to the Nature Center along
the west shore of the bog pond. The trail is generally flat, except for
a short section from the “Ledges” to the stone wall on the back side
of the property. Boardwalks and bridges cross most wet areas, but
parts of the trail may be muddy.
Accessible parking is located at both the main kiosk, by the
nature center, and at the lower kiosk at the end of Cranberry Bog
Road. Access to the pond can be reached, but venturing further along
the trail may be challenging for some.
Look for a trail map in the center of the guide, after the
description of Station 21.

Trail marker memorializing Joe Kent

Trail Stations
Station 1. View from the Nature Center
From the porch of the Nature Center you can catch a glimpse
of the pond and adjacent wetlands and woods. The pond formed
about 12,000 years ago during the warming period that resulted in
the end of the most recent Ice Age. A block of ice isolated from the
retreating glacier became embedded in sand and gravel deposited by
meltwaters flowing down the Baker Valley. Later, when the ice
block melted, the sand and gravel slumped, creating a depression
called a “kettle.” In time, the depression flooded, forming a pond.
The first plants to return after the Ice Age were hardy tundra
species similar to those found above treeline in the Presidential
Range today. Litter from dead plant parts accumulated along the
shores and in the bottom of the pond, forming peat, the partly
decomposed compacted plant material that characterizes bogs and
related types of open wetlands.

Mats of vegetation eventually covered the pond, further
contributing to the accumulation of peat. The outer, older parts were
colonized by shrubs and trees, eventually becoming swamps
dominated by red maples, poplars, willows, and alders. The woody
vegetation in turn attracted beaver. These large, tree-gnawing rodents
used the trees for food and for building lodges and dams, which
raised the level of the pond. While the younger floating parts of the
peat mat rose to the new level of the pond, the older, swampy
portions were flooded with shallow water, killing the trees and
allowing marshes of emergent plants to develop. As with many
wetlands, natural occurrences have transformed the original pond
into a mixture of wetlands, improving the area’s value as wildlife
habitat.
Quincy Bog’s pond, wild and rich with activity, is still just a
thin veneer of life about 3.5 feet deep. All of this perches upon 45
feet of sand and mud layers that progressively filled this site until it
became the shallow pond you see now. Many different geologic
processes created these layers. Twenty thousand years ago, ancient
ice sheets chewed the Appalachian highlands into a fine grit carried
in milky meltwater to a giant lake that flooded the Baker Valley as
the ice started to melt. That horizon occurs about 10 feet below the
surface of the modern lake. Since then, first river deltas and braided
streams and later the Baker River itself sculpted the land to form the
modern valley. All of these processes brought sediment to this site
and much of it was stranded here, to accumulate in deep deposits. At
some time in the not too distant past, a massive flood cut across this
deposit, removing some of the older materials and flattening the
topography. The modern pond now lays down neat layers laden with
evidence of beaver, aquatic plant life and continued erosion of the
ledges into the lake.

Sediment coring

The area around the Nature Center is a mixed forest of
conifers and deciduous hardwoods. The White Pine that dominate
this area are of the same age despite differences in diameter. Many
have suffered wind damage in recent years. Shade-tolerant American

Beech, Red Oak, Eastern Hemlock and Balsam Fir can be found in
the filtered sunlight of the understory. Ground covers include
Intermediate (also called Evergreen) Wood Fern, Hay-scented Fern,
Cinnamon Fern, Bracken, Canada May-flower (Wild Lily-of-theValley), Starflower, Wild Sarsaparilla and Lowbush Blueberry.
Station 2. Watershed & Wetland
A watershed is the area of land where all of the water that is
under it or drains off of it goes into the same place. Quincy Bog is a
wetland within the Pemigewasset River Watershed. With its inputs
from streams and groundwater, the pond and its associated wetland
supports a mix of species and conditions that wetland scientists
technically describe as a fen. Bogs receive most of their water input
from rain, and are typically more acidic and more nutrient poor than
fens. Wetlands play an important environmental role by recharging
groundwater supplies, removing pollution, helping with flood control
and providing wildlife habitat. Wetlands vary widely from place to
place, depending on the chemical characteristics of the water present,
the amount present, hydric soils and topography, and the climate.
Each wetland setting provides habitat for certain types of plants and
wildlife.
In the wetlands along the boardwalk below the Nature Center
grow two summer-blooming spireas, Pink Steeplebush (with fuzzy,
steeple-shaped clusters of tiny flowers and leaves that have woolly
undersides) and Meadowsweet (with wider, looser flower clusters
and leaves with smooth undersurfaces). In late summer and early
fall, look for the bright red berries of the Winterberry, a type of holly
relished by robins and other birds as winter food. Buttonbush, an
aquatic shrub that in August produces small, white flowers densely
clustered in ball-like heads (“buttons”), grows on the pond side of
the boardwalk. Also observe the grass-like sedges on both sides of
the trail. Tussock Sedge grows in hummocks that stick up above the
surface of the water. (How can you tell sedges from similar plants?
The jingle “Sedges have edges, rushes are round, grasses have joints
from the top to the ground.” is a good memory aid that will get you
the right answer in many cases.)
Station 3. Along the Ridge: Ferns and Aquatic Mammals
You are about to walk along a ridge that was probably formed
over the ages by ice pushing against the shore when the pond level
was higher. This is a good place to look for ferns. A mound of lacy
Hay-scented Fern is on the left immediately after the short channel

that connects the wetlands to the main pond. Cinnamon Fern
produces separate cinnamon-colored fertile spikes in late spring.
Interrupted Fern bears fertile leaflets in the middle of its fertile blade
in early summer. Royal Fern, with widely-spaced leaflets that
resemble locust leaflets, has a distinctive cluster of branched, light
brown spore-bearing leaflets at the tip of its fertile frond. Look for
Cinnamon Fern, which tolerates wet locations, on either side of the
trail. Interrupted Fern (which likes to keep its feet dry) is on the
woods side of the trail shortly after Station 4. Unlike flowering
plants which reproduce from seeds, ferns reproduce by means of
spores located on the underside of the fern fronds or on separate
fertile stems.
You may notice large, scaly, log-like Spatterdock rhizomes
floating in the water near the boardwalk. Beaver dig up the tubers to
eat as an early spring treat. Spatterdock (also called Yellow Bullhead
Pond Lily) is an important food source for a wide variety of wildlife
including waterfowl, deer, muskrat, beaver, and porcupine. The
leaves offer shade and habitat for fish and invertebrates.

American Beaver

River Otter

This is a good spot to see what might be swimming in the
pond, but don’t mistake beaver for another aquatic mammal, the
river otter. River otter are members of the weasel family. Smaller
than beaver, they are three to four feet long, weigh 15 to 25 pounds,
and have long furry tails. They are expert swimmers and divers, but
unlike beaver, barely make a ripple when swimming or splash when
diving. Otter are carnivores (meat eaters), feeding mostly on fish.
Otter benefit from beaver activities: they find food in the ponds and
wetlands created by beaver and frequently use abandoned beaver
dens. But the otter is a predator of the beaver, second in importance
only to humans who trap beaver for fur, food and castor and to
remove nuisance animals. Look for otter signs left on the
boardwalks: discarded fish heads, piles of large coarse droppings
containing fish scales, and small mounds of grass marked with
droppings or anal gland secretions.

Beaver can be recognized by their flat, scaly tails, webbed
hind feet and huge incisor teeth. They are the world’s second
heaviest rodent, typically weighing 45-65 pounds. Beaver are
vegetarians, eating the twigs, stems and bark of trees in the fall and
winter and feeding on grasses, leaves, ferns and algae in spring and
summer. Expert swimmers and dam builders, they can often be seen
along the shore of the pond early in the morning and evenings.

Another aquatic mammal is the muskrat, a medium-sized
brown rodent with a scale-covered, flattened black tail, which is their
main means of propulsion when swimming. Smaller than beaver,
muskrat use cut vegetation (not sticks) to build rounded houses or
den in holes dug into the edge of the pond. They sometimes share
beaver lodges with their larger cousins. Muskrat feed primarily on
aquatic plants and are active from dusk to dawn. They have been
seen swimming in the pond near the Nature Center.
Station 4. Overlooking the Bog

Have you noticed the numerous dead trees standing like
sentinels along the shore of the pond? These White Pine “snags”
were drowned when beaver dammed up the pond and flooded the
area. Unlike Red Maple, which don’t mind getting their feet wet,
White Pine prefer well drained soils and often die when rising water
levels cover their roots. Although these standing dead trees may
seem unsightly, they provide insect food for woodpeckers as well as
nesting holes for woodpeckers and other cavity-nesting birds. Fallen
snags are still useful as a perfect sunning platform for resident
turtles.

Yellow Pond-lily

Note the vegetation out in the pond. Yellow-flowered
Spatterdock, blue-flowered Pickerelweed and Water-shield appear
only in summer. Islands of Leatherleaf, Large Cranberry and
Tussock Sedge persist all year; Roundleaf Sundew and Swamp St.
Johnswort grow among the shrubs and sedges. Red-Wing Blackbirds
and Swamp Sparrows can be found in the wetland vegetation, but

Song Sparrows and Common Yellowthroats (a warbler) prefer to
stay among the bordering shrubs. Listen for the hammering of
Pileated Woodpeckers in the pines along the trail ahead.
Station 5. Swamp Maples
Nearby beaver activity on the left flooded a formerly dry area.
Wetland plants like Cinnamon Fern, Winterberry Holly and Touchme-not remain. Most trees have a single trunk, but some hardwoods,
when cut or otherwise injured, will produce sprouts that eventually
grow into multiple trunks. This Red Maple clump has sprouted from
the stump of a tree felled many years ago. Red Maple, also called
Swamp Maple, is southern New Hampshire's commonest hardwood
tree. From a forestry perspective it is so often defective that it rarely
is a valuable timber species. Nevertheless, it produces pretty red
flowers and fruit in spring, displays bright fall foliage, and has twigs
that deer like to eat. How many more maples can you find with
multiple trunks?

Red Maple clump

Station 6. The Yellow Birch
Yellow Birch trees, identified by shiny yellow or silver-gray
bark that peels in small thin curls and by twigs that smell of
wintergreen when broken, are not as common at Quincy Bog as their
white-barked cousins, and are becoming increasingly scarce as
beaver harvest those near the pond and the inlet stream. Note the
giant Yellow Birch to the right. It grew in the open for most of its
life, as the remains of its large limbs indicate. It remains alive in
spite of center rot and loss of part of its trunk. The magnificent
White Pine on the far side of the trail has developed an interesting
form by having the cherry and birch shade out its lower branches on

one side before they got too big. Note the large, live branches on its
other, sunny side.
A particularly stunning Striped Maple can be seen in the
understory encased in wire on the left. The large leaves of this small
tree help distinguish it, as well as the stripes running vertically on the
trunk. These trees are a favorite for beaver. Wild Sarsaparilla is
evident on the forest floor.

On the right, observe the evergreen ground cover of club
mosses merging into Checkerberry, Goldthread, and Partridgeberry
further along. Princess Pine (Flat Branched Tree Clubmoss) looks
like miniature Christmas trees, while Stiff Clubmoss has six-inch
erect stems that are thickly covered with bristly leaves. Goldthread, a
member of the Buttercup family, has shiny leaves that grow in threes
and is known for its bright gold-colored roots. Checkerberry (also
called Wintergreen) has thick shiny oval leaves, dangling bell-like
flowers and red berries; it smells like wintergreen when crushed.
Partridgeberry has paired leaves, twin flowers in mid-summer, and
bright red berries with two blossom-end holes. Both Checkerberry
and Partridgeberry hold on to their berries through the winter and
even into summer; they are eaten by ruffed grouse and other wildlife.
Station 7. Turtle Nursery & Ferny Glade
The Eastern Painted Turtle is the most common turtle found at
Quincy Bog. Painted Turtles leave the pond in this area to lay their
eggs in the sandy soil of the neighboring farm. Offspring are exposed
to predators and other dangers during their long trek back to the
pond. Other turtles found at Quincy Bog are the Snapping Turtle,
Spotted Turtle, and Wood Turtle.
A variety of ferns grow along the trail from Station 7 to
Station 10. Bright yellow signs will help you identify these
interesting plants. Cinnamon Fern grow in large, vigorous clumps
and can be found in upland forest as well as in wetlands. They
produce spores on separate cinnamon-colored fertile fronds in early
summer. These lovely ferns can be recognized by their “hairy
armpits”: pale tan tufts of wool at the base of the leaflets on the back
of the sterile fronds. Intermediate Wood Fern is an evergreen, semiarching lacy-cut fern with brown scales on its lower stem, and also
grows in clumps. A common woodland fern, its green fronds are
especially evident in the fall when other ferns have died. Lady Fern
is a rather large, lacy-cut fern that grows in circular clusters. Ladies
may have hairy or slightly scaly “legs.” Marsh Fern is a thin-

stemmed, delicate, medium-sized fern that prefers moist places. It
has a creeping rather than clumped growth pattern. The small New
York Fern grows in broad colonies and is common in sunny gaps in
the forest. It is easily recognized because “New Yorkers burn the
candle at both ends,” that is, the frond tapers at both the top and the
bottom. The bottom leaflets are distinctly tiny.
Station 8. Firs and Hemlocks

This Balsam Fir is outgrowing the much shorter-lived and
more light-demanding Gray Birch clump. On the right side of the
trail you can find shade-tolerant Eastern Hemlock. Unlike pines and
birches, which lose their lower branches when there is insufficient
light, hemlocks frequently have live branches almost down to the
ground. Look for Red-breasted Nuthatches among the evergreens.
What's the difference between firs and hemlocks? Firs are
readily distinguished from other evergreens by their smooth bark
with distinctive pockets of pitch. Firs have flat needles with circular
bases, smooth twigs, and distinctive upright cones. Hemlocks have
rough platy bark, flat needles (dark green above with whitish bands
on the underside) attached to rough twigs by small stalks, and
pendent cones with few scales. Firs make good Christmas trees, but
hemlocks don’t because they tend to lose their needles when cut.
However, both species provide valuable food and cover for wildlife.
For example, in the North Country where snow is usually deep all
winter long, deer spend most of that season in “deer yards” generally
consisting of extensive stands of Balsam Fir. However, in central and
southern New Hampshire where there is less snow, they often seek
the shelter of hemlock, on which they also feed.
Look for shrubby Hawthornes that grow in the understory on
both side of the trail after the Station 8. sign. Be careful not to get
pricked by the Hawthorne’s sharp inch-long thorns!
Station 9. Former Farmland
In this section of trail you can find old apple trees, remnants of
the open farmland that once covered much of what is now woodland.
On abandoned farmland a succession of plants is typical, with nonwoody plants followed by shrubs and then trees. The “pioneer” trees
are usually light-demanding, fast-growing, short-lived species like
Gray Birch, Aspen and Pin Cherry. These are normally followed by
intermediate species, for example, Red Maple, Red Oak, and White
Pine, which are often succeeded by “climax” species that tolerate
shade, especially Eastern Hemlock, American Beech and Sugar

Maple. However, even in a protected forest like this, natural
disturbances such as a windstorm (like the Hurricane of 1938) and
beaver flooding can restart the sequent of succession.
Sugar Maple, also called Rock or Hard Maple can be
compared with the Red Maple at this site. The Sugar Maple has
brown pointed instead of red blunt buds, yellowish instead of red
flowers, and leaves with more rounded “valleys” between its lobes
(like the leaf on the Canadian flag). The Sugar Maple, more shadetolerant and more valuable as an ornamental or timber tree than the
Red Maple, is equally famed for its bright fall color and the syrup
made from its sap.
Station 10. The County Champion
Here is a fine specimen of a Tamarack (also called
Hackmatack or Eastern Larch), the only deciduous cone-bearing tree
native to New Hampshire. In the fall, its coppery-gold needles fall
off a little later than the leaves of most broad-leaved trees. In spring
it may appear dead until its needles reappear. Tamarack demands lots
of light. It grows very fast on good sites like this, but is more
common in semi-open bogs further north, where it tends to be a
smaller, scraggly tree. Many of the boardwalks along the trail were
constructed using plantation-grown Tamarack, which is extremely
rot-resistant. In 2009, this specimen, 87 feet tall and with a crown
spread of 26 feet, was designated a Grafton County Champion Big
Tree.

Tamarack needles
As noted, Tamarack is a deciduous conifer. But don’t we
refer to conifers as “evergreens”? Conifers are trees with needles and
cones, contrasted with broad-leafed trees which have (you guessed
it) broad leaves instead of needles and flowering parts instead of
cones. “Deciduous” describes the dropping of leaves or needles all at
once in the Fall, whereas “evergreen” describes trees or shrubs that
don’t shed their leaves or needles in Winter but stay green all year
long. In the Northeast, most broad-leaved trees or shrubs are
deciduous (maples, oaks, hobblebush). Broad-leaved Rhododendron

and American Holly are evergreen. Most conifers are evergreen, with
the deciduous Tamarack being the exception here in the Northeast.
Behind and across from the tamarack, Starflowers can be seen. In
late spring, two delicate white stars appear on narrow stalks above a
whorl of pointed shiny leaves that radiate from the end of the stem.
Station 11. Crossing the Swamp
Swamps like the one you are crossing are a type of wetland
with perennial woody vegetation (trees and shrubs). In addition to
the dominant Red Maple, several small American Elm, both living
and dead, can be found on either side of the boardwalk. A typical
swamp tree in the wild, it is just as vulnerable to Dutch elm disease
as cultivated elm shade trees.
This is a good place to see summer-blooming Jewelweed (also
called Spotted Touch-me-not for its seed pods that pop at a touch)
and moisture-loving Sensitive Fern. After the ferns have died back,
you can still see the fertile stems topped with beady brown fruiting
bodies.

Sensitive Fern
Horsetails, a primitive non-flowering plant with hollow
jointed stems, are also abundant here, as are fall-blooming asters and
our old friend the Cinnamon Fern. If you are lucky, you may be able
to find Jack-in-the Pulpit on the right at the beginning of the
boardwalk. Near the end of the boardwalk, on the right, look for
Cattail, a wetland plant with a unique flowering spike and flat, bladelike leaves.
At the end of the boardwalk, the trail re-enters a dry woodland
environment. A large colony of New York Fern grows on the left.
The moss-covered log on the right is in the process of decaying,
returning nutrients to the soil. On the forest floor look for Wood
Anemone (a white-flowered member of the Buttercup family),
Partridgeberry, Goldthread, Intermediate Woodfern, Cinnamon Fern,
Starflower, and Bunchberry (Ground Dogwood). Bunchberry, a
diminutive, northern relative of the dogwood tree, produces a showy
blossom consisting of four white bracts surrounding a small greenish

flower cluster, to be followed by a tight cluster of scarlet berries,
which Veeries and other thrushes like to eat.
Station 12. The Paper Birch
Note the large Paper Birch on the left. It is probably at least
100 years old, which explains why its bark is not as white as that of a
younger specimen. On the right side of the trail is an impressive field
-grown White Pine with multiple leaders due to pine weevil damage.
The weevil attacks the terminal or growing tip, causing the lateral
branches below to replace the original trunk. A native insect that
damages White Pine throughout New Hampshire, the weevil reduces
the timber value of the trees.
On the left, partially hidden by a fir tree about ten feet beyond
the Paper Birch, is a rough-barked Black Cherry that has developed
an exceptionally fine form (tall and straight). It had just the right
amount of space to give its crown enough sunlight to grow well and
give its lower branches enough shade to be pruned naturally. (If it
had had more space, it would have developed a larger crown and
grown faster in diameter, but would have kept more lower branches.)
Continuing down the trail, the boardwalk crosses the first of a
number of intermittent streams which feed the bog. Look for Eastern
Newts (salamander) in the water, with their paddle-like tail.
Station 13. The Pitch Pine
On the left, about fifteen feet from the trail, a Pitch Pine (also
called Hard or Yellow Pine) has developed its tall, straight form for
the same reason as the cherry described under Station 12 above. It is
a so-called “fire species,” typical of sandy plains where forest fires
are frequent. Pitch Pine is common in sandy outwash soils of the
Pemigewasset-Merrimack River valley, occurring only as far north
as the Baker tributary. Its presence suggests that fires were more
frequent prior to modern efforts to suppress them. The Pitch Pine's
thick bark protects it from ground fires that tend to kill other trees,
and the heat opens the cones, allowing their seeds to drop out, ready
to germinate. In 2009, this specimen, 93 feet tall and with a crown
spread of 38 feet, was designated a Grafton County Champion Big
Tree.
Can you tell the difference between the White Pine seedlings
and the Princess Pine clubmoss growing in front of the Pitch Pine?
Hint: The former has rather long needles like the parent tree, the later
has closely packed quarter-inch leaves covering the lateral branches

and the stem (See the Princess Pine picture in Station 36).
Station 14. Lady’s Slipper Orchids
In the spring, look for Moccasin-flower or Pink Lady’s-Slipper
on the left side of the trail, but please do not pick the flowers—leave
them for others to enjoy! Thanks!

Pink Lady’s Slipper

Seeds from this wild orchid need the help of a Rhizoctonia fungus to
break them open and provide food and nutrients for this slowgrowing plant. In return, the Lady's Slipper will provide nutrients for
the fungus as it grows. Princess Pine and Stiff Clubmoss—two
clubmosses described in Station 6—can also be found in this area.
Station 15. Shaking Hands With a Spruce
Where the main trail forks, follow the short loop that goes off
to the right of the main trail. Look for Red Spruce growing inside the
loop. Carefully “shake hands” with a spruce and compare its prickly
needles with the softer, pleasant-smelling needles of a nearby
Balsam Fir and those of an Eastern Hemlock. Notice that spruce
cones hang down, but fir cones stick up. Both spruce and fir tolerate
shade fairly well and both prefer cool conditions. Evergreens like
balsam fir fill their living leaf cells with a sugary sap or resin, a
biological antifreeze. This resin has antiseptic and healing properties.
Don't miss the beaver-chewed stumps on both sides of the
trail. Beaver cut trees for food and to build lodges and dams. They
will chew on any type or size of tree, but prefer smaller trees,
especially willow, poplar, alder, birch, and maple. So why have they
cut conifers like spruce, tamarack and even a good-sized hemlock
along this section of the trail? Are they removing the conifers to
encourage the growth of more desirable hardwood species?
Can you tell when the beaver cut the trees? A blond-colored
stump indicates that the tree was cut within the past year, while

stumps with gray wood were cut more than a year ago. Stumps with
“turkey tails” (a type of shelf fungus that grows on wood) indicate
the trees were cut at least three years ago. (Beaver were active in this
area in 2017. They’ve cut down all of the Tamarack saplings and
many of the small Red Spruce.) Note the Wood Duck box mounted
on the snag on the left.

Wood Duck box

Male Wood Duck

At the water’s edge, look for low-bush Blueberries,
Meadowsweet and chest-high Winterberry Holly shrubs. On the
water you might see Canada Geese or Mallards, both of which nest at
the Bog. In early Spring, listen for the duck-like call of Wood Frogs
and the high-pitched call of Spring Peepers.
Station 16. Forest Succession
To the right of the boardwalk there is a large patch of
Sphagnum Moss, enabling you to look closely at this important
wetland plant. There are many different species of Sphagnum in New
Hampshire, including those that grow in bogs, in fens such as the
sedge wetlands at the edge of the pond, and in woodlands, such as
this individual. Identification of the species of Sphagnum frequently
requires a microscope. However, if one is familiar with the habitat
requirements, one can often identify the species just by observing the
conditions in which it is growing. Sphagnum Moss is like a sponge
with great capacity to retain water, holding 15 to 23 times its dry
weight.
This is another good place to observe forest succession, the mix
of tree species that develops as open land progresses to mature
forest. Here the pioneer trees were Tamarack and White Pine, which
have persisted, and more short-lived, shade-intolerant Gray Birch,
which have not. In the current intermediate stage, long-lived White
Pine and the more moisture-tolerant Red Maple predominate. Red
Spruce, Balsam Fir and Eastern Hemlock—or even American
Beech—will probably succeed the trees here as a final or climax
stage. On the other hand, long-lived White Pine can grow so big that
when one eventually dies and falls, it may create an opening large

enough for pine seedlings to get sufficient light to start growing,
initiating a new round of succession.
On the ground, note the abundance of ferns (Royal, Cinnamon,
Sensitive and Intermediate Wood Ferns) as well as numerous White
Pine and Eastern Hemlock seedlings.
Station 17. A Bit of Boggy History

Leaving the tall pines behind, we cross another of the
intermittent streams that feed the pond. With several inlet streams
and its position in the valley bottom of the Baker River, Quincy Bog
is not a true bog in the scientific sense of the word. Based on natural
history, a bog is a wetland with peat soils, that receives most of its
water input from rain and snow, with little contributed by streams or
groundwater. The peat soils around this pond are largely derived
from decomposing sedges and shrub species. At the southern end of
the bog is a small outlet stream. The stream meanders across the
landscape to join the Baker River (Asquamchumauke), which
empties into the Pemigewasset River.
Of course, the name “Quincy Bog” goes back to the early
settlers of the Baker River Valley, who were farmers and loggers, not
biologists. This accounts for the colloquial use of the word “bog” to
describe any open wetland with deep mucky soils. Across New
England, one can find many so-called “bogs” named by early
settlers, which encompass a wide variety of wetland types, if one
takes a closer look at the plants and soils (See Charles W. Johnson's
Bogs of the Northeast for further discussion.). Quincy Bog was
actually formerly known as Cranberry Pond!
Foothills of Stinson Mt.

Cranberry Pond around 1900
In the mid-late 1800’s, the small village of Quincy (in what is
currently the southeastern part of Rumney), was named for the late

eminent jurist and criminal lawyer, Josiah Quincy. It was eventually
absorbed by the town of Rumney. The Quincy homestead was
occupied by his widow after his death in 1875. Quincy had his own
private railroad station a short distance from modern-day Quincy
Bog called Quincy Station.
Red Maple is clearly the dominant tree species in this wet
area. There are no large White Pine, only some small pines
struggling in the understory and the remains of Balsam Fir that died
when beaver flooded the area. Observe how the sedge meadow has
entered the forest here. The presence of Sensitive and Cinnamon
Ferns further indicates that this is a wetland. The plants floating on
the surface of the shallow pond next to the boardwalk are
Potamogeton or pondweeds, an important source of food for
waterfowl. They are also eaten by beaver, deer and moose.
Station 18. Nature’s Engineers

Beaver have lived at the Bog on and off for thousands of
years. They are common when the food supply is adequate, but move
on when this resource is exhausted. In 2004, beaver moved upstream
from the main pond, cutting a few trees and damming the stream
near Station 19. In the mid and late 2000s, having exhausted much of
their food supply around the pond, the beaver felled even more trees
and constructed mud berms throughout the area, flooding several
acres of woodland in their attempt to turn the forest into a pond!
After a while the trail crosses a large, clear brook, the main
stream flowing into the bog pond. With the construction of beaver
dams both upstream and downstream from the bridge, the stream no
longer flows fast enough to sweep it clear of the plants and organic
debris that are starting to collect, covering the underlying sand.
Unfortunately invasive Yellow Iris has entered the area along
the inlet stream. This non-native wetland plant colonizes into large
numbers that outcompete the native plants. Yellow Iris leaves
superficially resemble Blue Flag (also called Blue Iris), a noncolonizing native species. If you see a Yellow Iris in bloom (late
June or July), please contact a board member or leave a note on the
main kiosk so we can remove this invasive before it takes over.
Extensive trail improvements were made during the Winter/
Spring of 2020. The new bridge you cross was relocated about
fifteen yards south of the original bridge, and is more direct. It’s
particularly nice to cross this large expanse of pond.

Station 19. Fungi and Plant Growth
A mushroom is the fleshy fruiting body of a fungus which
typically grows above ground on soil, wood or another food source.
Unlike plants, which use chlorophyll to convert the sun’s energy into
food and produce seeds to reproduce, mushrooms, lacking
chlorophyll, rely on plants for nourishment and produce microscopic
spores to reproduce. A mutual, beneficial relationship exists between
fungi and plant roots. In the soil, long, microscopic fibers called
mycelium grow creating a massive network. Fungi can capture water
and nutrients from far away and bring them back along the network
to the plant roots. In return, the fungi get sugar from the tree roots or
from plants like the Lady’s Slipper orchid.

Orange mycena (Mycena leaiana)

Off the trail on the right is a large Yellow Birch that beaver
almost girdled in 2005 but left standing. It will be interesting to see
how long it survives.
Station 20. Approaching the Ledges
Note the small Polypody Ferns that appear to be growing out
of the rock itself. Like the the Intermediate (Evergreen) Wood Fern
(Station 1), the Marginal Wood Fern (Station 21), and the Christmas
Fern (Station 24), Polypody Fern is one of New Hampshire's
common evergreen ferns that can be admired at any season.
If you step back and look at the forest growing in the vicinity
of this outcrop, you will notice that it is somewhat different than that
around the rest of the bog. Where the open wetlands let in the
sunlight, the pioneering but relatively short-lived birch trees grew to
good size, but have since died. Note the remains of a large (but dead)
Paper Birch on the first section of ledge, its roots extending down the
surface of the rock into the thin forest soil.
The numerous Red Oak growing on the ledges represent an
intermediate stage of succession, but they will eventually give way to
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climax species such as American Beech, which tolerate shade better
than the oaks. Although you can find softwoods such as Eastern
Hemlock and White Pine, the ledges are clearly dominated by
hardwoods, and the plant community is more diverse than other parts
of the bog with sandier soil. Look for plants here that generally do
not grow in other parts of the natural area: Hop Hornbeam (Station
26), Marginal Woodfern (Stations 21 and 22), Polypody (Stations 20
-22), Early Saxifrage (Station 22), and Shinleaf Pyrola (just before
Station 26).
Station 21. Roots, Rocks, and Popping Pods
Looking on the left side of the trail you’ll see a tall, straight
tree with reddish bark. This tree is a Red Pine. It is struggling with
the adjacent clump of Red Maple and overtopped by the huge Red
Oak growing on the rock behind it. Note the immense root extending
down over the rock. You have to wonder how the oak, growing in
such a thin layer of soil, got to be so large, and why it doesn’t fall
over.
Note the Red (or Norway) Pine and its similarity to the Pitch
Pine of Station 13. Both Red and Pitch Pine require more sunlight
than White Pine. Red Pine generally grow straight and tall (except
when growing on ledges), but don't live as long or grow as big as
White Pine. Comparing the Red Pine to the White Pine growing
nearby, you can see that Red Pine have scaly bark with somewhat
reddish underbark and long needles in groups of two, while White
Pine have dark, non-scaly bark with deep furrows and needles in
groups of five. The Red Pine's wood is stronger but coarser than that
of the White Pine, making it better for poles and pilings, but not as
good for lumber.
The small shrub-like tree next to the trail is Witch-hazel, also
called Winter-bloom and Snapping-alder. Its straggly yellow
blossoms appear in late fall after most leaves have fallen. They
produce seed pods that pop open, expelling the seeds as far as twenty
feet. Witch-hazel is common at the base of the ledges and along the
trail on the back side of the bog. Both Witch-hazel and American
Beech tend to retain some leaves long after other trees have shed
theirs. Beech have coarse-toothed, egg-shaped leaves with pointed
tips; Witch-hazel have wavy-toothed leaves with uneven bases.
Follow the trail as it turns left uphill to the base of the ledges.
The rocks here are covered with Polypody and Marginal Wood Ferns
(leathery, dark green evergreen ferns with bright golden-brown

scales on their stalks, especially at the base) and Smooth Rock Tripe,
an oval-shaped lichen that is brown to greenish-brown above and
black underneath. Lichens are composed of fungi and algae growing
together in a mutually beneficial or symbiotic relationship. The algae
provide the fungi with food, while the fungi absorb water which the
algae use for photosynthesis. Lichens are pioneer plants that grow
where other plants cannot, such as bare rock and tree bark. The fungi
break down the rock, eventually turning it into soil where other
plants can germinate and grow. Like many lichens, Rock Tripe
becomes brown and dormant when it dries out, but turns green and
resumes photosynthesis when wet.

Rock Tripe
Note the oval, leathery leaves of the Mayflower or Trailing
Arbutus growing next to the trail at the base of the rock. An
evergreen, it produces small, very fragrant white or pink flowers in
late April and early May. Please do not pick the flowers—leave
them for others to enjoy. Solomon's Seal and Purple Aster are also
found growing at the base of the cliff and in cracks in the ledges.
Solomon’s Seal blooms in spring; asters form flowers in August.
Station 22. On the Rocks
Don't miss the two evergreen trees growing on the ledge
behind the dead Paper Birch. Can you identify them? One has five
long needles to each cluster, and the other has smaller flat needles
with a pleasant smell. The first is a White Pine, the second, a Balsam
Fir. You can determine the age of a White Pine by counting the
branch whorls, one for each year. This pine is 46 years old as of
2019.
The bedrock exposed here is a mixture of Littleton schist,
Concord granite and pegmatite. The schist originated as silts and
clays in the bottom of the Iapetus Ocean over 400 million years ago.
During the formation of the Appalachian Mountains, intense heat
and pressure caused these sediments to recrystallize (without

melting) into micas and feldspars. The granite formed where there
was enough heat and pressure to cause the sediments to melt,
resulting in magma that cooled and crystallized into granite. The
pegmatite is a coarse-grained variety of granite. The Concord granite
is the same rock that gave New Hampshire its nickname through the
famous granite quarries in the hills overlooking the city of Concord.
If you look closely at the granite or pegmatite, you will see
three different types of minerals. Feldspar is whitish, weathers to a
chalky luster, and breaks along blocky cleavage planes that sparkle
in the light. Quartz is clear to white or gray, breaks on uneven
surfaces and has a glassy luster, even on aged surfaces. Mica is shiny
and breaks into perfectly flat plates. A distinctive feature of the
Concord granite is that it is one of a few granites that contain both
biotite (black) and muscovite (silver) mica. In contrast to the granite,
the schist has the same minerals, but micas are much more
prominent. The schist is also distinguished by its layered appearance.

Observe the variety of species growing on the face of the rock.
In addition to the pine and fir, you can find Red and Striped Maples,
and birch trees. There are more Marginal Wood Fern and Rock Tripe
as well as Intermediate Wood Fern, Early Saxifrage, Solomon's Seal,
Wild Sarsaparilla, and a large patch of Haircap Moss. At the base of
the rocks, note the evergreen ground cover called Checkerberry.
Also, notice how water penetrating the rock has frozen and
expanded, enlarging cracks in the rock and breaking off pieces lying
next to the trail.

The Ledges

From here you can see “the Point,” a peninsula of forest
jutting out into the pond. Notice the two beaver lodges, one near the
end of the peninsula and another to its left within the cove. If you are
lucky, you may see a Double-crested Cormorant or a Great Blue
Heron in one of the large dead pines at the tip of the peninsula or in
the marsh next to the Point. The numerous “snags” (standing dead

trees) at the edge of the Point are the remnants of pines that died
when beaver raised the water level of the bog. The building you
may see across the bog is a private home located just outside the
Quincy Bog Natural Area.
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American Bittern
American Bittern

Near the end of the talus, stop to admire the patches of
Bunchberry growing among the rocks. You can see leathery leafed
Marginal Wood Fern and Lowbush Blueberry to the left of the trail
(beaver cut down the impressive Highbush Blueberry that used to
grow here), and summer-flowering Blue Flag (an iris), yellow
Swamp Candles and Leatherleaf on the right.
Station 24. Firs, Flowers, and Ferns
This Balsam Fir is layering; that is, some of its branches are
buried and tending to start new trees. This method of reproduction
not involving seeds is common to a number of tree and shrub
species. Familiar examples include azaleas, laurels, hobblebush, and
coniferous trees, especially those growing in bogs or near timberline
where environmental conditions limit growth in height.
Here the trail has finally left the sedge meadow behind. The
forest is predominantly hardwood (Oak and Maple) with occasional
large White Pine and Eastern Hemlock; American Beech and small
evergreens are growing in the understory beneath the larger trees.
Listen for Red-eyed Vireos and other common small songbirds
which prefer hardwood forests such as this. Note the now familiar
forest groundcovers: Partridgeberry, Goldthread, and Wild Lily-ofthe-Valley. Also, look for Foamflower, Dwarf Ginseng, Clintonia,
Buttercup in season, and the perennial American Hog-peanut vine.
Notice the New York, Cinnamon and Bracken Ferns growing
along the boardwalk. After the boardwalk ends, a little further along
on the left side of the trail, look for handsome evergreen Christmas
Fern. Christmas Fern can be recognized by the prominent “ear” at
the base of the leaflet and the two downward-pointing bottom
leaflets. The species was probably so named because it is evergreen
and was used for Christmas decorations in Victorian times. Narrow
Beech Fern with their downward-pointing lowermost leaflets can be
found in the rocks about ten feet off the left side of the trail. Also on
the left, across from the boulder described in Station 25, notice the
Christmas Fern, Intermediate Wood Fern, and New York Fern
growing a few feet off the trail. Intermediate Wood Fern are lacy-cut
ferns that rise in circular clusters from coarse, scaly rootstocks. Both
Christmas Fern and Narrow Beech Fern prefer moist, nutrient-rich
areas like the one found here.
Station 25. The Glacial Boulder
The large, somewhat rounded boulder was brought here
12,000 years ago by the last great ice sheet or by torrents of water

released from it as it melted. You can see an even larger glacial
boulder next to the giant Eastern Hemlock mentioned at Station 27.
When distinctly different from the underlying bedrock, such boulders
are called erratics. However, since these boulders are similar to the
local schist and granite bedrock, they don’t properly earn that
distinction.
The large, impressive, naturally well-pruned White Pine just
past the boulder is much like the often larger specimens that before
the American Revolution were made into masts for the British
Navy's ships. Some masts were over 100 feet in height, three feet in
diameter at the base, and large enough at the top to support a top
mast.
Veer slightly left, and up the hill following the blue markers.
Note the Maple-leafed Viburnum growing to the left of the trail.
Near the top of the slope, on the left side of the trail just before
Station 26, look for summer-blooming Shinleaf Pyrola with its
rosette of basal leaves and spike of waxy, bell-like flowers.
Station 26. Wood of Iron
Can you identify this tree on the left? It is Hop Hornbeam, an
upland species that doesn't grow very large. Also called Ironwood or
Leverwood, it has brownish, grooved, and shreddy bark. Hop
Hornbeam can be distinguished from Blue Beech (not a true beech,
and also called Hornbeam or Ironwood), which has muscular
appearing, smooth, dark gray bark. Before the industrial era, both
were frequently used for tool handles and wherever tough wood was
needed. The three trees growing across the trail from the Hop
Hornbeam (two deciduous and one evergreen) are the most shadetolerant common species of our New Hampshire forests, which is
why they occur as climax species. Can you identify them? They are
American Beech, Sugar Maple and Eastern Hemlock.
Station 27. The Stone Wall
The stone wall is a reminder that this forest was once open
pasture, its glacial soil laboriously cleared of the stones that form
these walls, most likely during the thirty-year period between 1810
and 1840 when sheep-farming dominated the New Hampshire
landscape. With the abandonment of sheep farms during the latter
half of the 19th century, pastures like this one reverted to forest,
leaving behind stone fences, barbed wire and “pasture trees” (large
wide-spreading trees that grow out rather than up, like the fieldgrown White Pine at Station 12). Along the stone walls marking the

eastern boundary of the Quincy Bog Natural Area you can find many
examples of especially large White Pine, Red Oak and Paper Birch
that grew in the open for much of their lives.

Stone wall and glacial boulder
Just across the wall, look for the huge Eastern Hemlock next
to an even larger glacial boulder than the one in Station 25. Eastern
Hemlock, probably the longest-lived of our common native trees, is
valuable as winter cover for wildlife in general and especially as
browse for deer. The American Beech and Red Oak growing in this
area also provide important wildlife foods (beechnuts and acorns).
Bear, deer, porcupine, mink and chipmunk have been seen in this
area. Listen for Black-capped Chickadees, which prefer woodlands
like this rather than wetlands.
Station 28. The Red Oak Giant
The large Red Oak next to the stone wall could be as many as
150 years old. This giant escaped the woodsman's ax (or saw) and
has provided a continuing source of food for the chipmunk and other
wildlife that frequent the area. American Beech is the dominant tree
in this section of trail. On the right side of the trail opposite the Red
Oak, notice the short reddish-brown twig-like plants called
Beechdrops. As the name suggests, this freely-branching native
parasite can be found growing under beech trees.
Are you curious about the jumble of rocks on the far side of
the stone wall? They originated in a quarry on the side of the hill
overlooking the Bog and were reportedly dumped here when the
train carrying them jumped the track and overturned.
Station 29. At the Spring
The fallen American Beech next to the stone wall had beech
bark scale disease, caused by a tiny insect and the Nectria fungus,
which left the tree vulnerable to decay and infestation by carpenter

ants. The weakened trunk finally succumbed to “beech snap” during
the summer of 2005, breaking off a few feet above the ground.
The spring to the right of the trail is usually a source of water
except during the driest days of summer. Vernal pools like the one
below the spring provide important breeding sites for salamanders
and wood frogs. Unlike the main pond, these intermittent pools lack
fish that eat the eggs and young of various amphibians. Sensitive
Fern, the red-stemmed variety of Lady Fern, and Narrow Beech
Fern, three moisture-loving ferns, and spring-flowering Trout-lily are
common above the spring on the left side of the trail. Look for
Christmas Fern, Cinnamon Fern, Royal Fern, New York Fern and
Foamflower below the spring. Moose often traverse this area on their
way to the pond. When the ground is muddy, look for tracks in the
trail below the spring.
Have you noticed the gradation of species from the upland
area near the stone wall, where large Red Oak and American Beech
are dominant, to the lower area approaching the wetlands, where
light-seeking Paper and Gray Birch and White Pine are most
prevalent? Where the trail bends to the left, compare the two Paper
Birch growing on the left with the Gray Birch on the right side of the
trail.
Gray Birch has chevron-shaped branch scars. Paper Birch (also
called White or Canoe Birch) has much flatter, less prominent branch
scars and fewer branches than the Gray. Paper Birch tend to have
peeling bark while Gray Birch do not. Both are light-demanding, fast
-growing, relatively short-lived species. Unlike Gray Birch, both
Paper Birch and the long-lived Yellow Birch seen at Station 6 are
valuable timber trees.
Station 30. Spring Flowers, Stumps and a Hobblebush
In spring, look for wildflowers at the base of the Red Oak off
to the left of the trail opposite this Red Pine. Can you identify the
Canada Mayflower, Clintonia, Goldthread, Starflower, Indian
Cucumber-root, Wild Sarsaparilla, Checkerberry (Wintergreen) and
Prickly Tree Clubmoss growing nearby?
Examine the stumps to the left of the trail. Can you tell which
ones were cut and which fell naturally? Notice the stubs protruding
from some of the stumps. These are the decay-resistant remains of
branches exposed when the surrounding sapwood rotted away. Take
a moment to look at some of the micro-communities growing in the
decaying stumps: mosses and liverworts, lichens, wildflowers (Gold

Thread and Checkerberry), and Lowbush Blueberry. The downed
trunks of maples, beeches and birches rot too quickly for moss to
grow, but conifers, which decay from the outside in toward the
center of the stump, often become moss covered. Most of these
stumps are the remains of an old logging project, but the presence of
a moss-covered log next to one stump probably indicates that the tree
rotted at the base and fell over.

The Hobblebush or Witch Hobble growing to the right of the
trail ahead is a member of the Viburnum family. In late spring this
large-leafed shrub produces flat-topped clusters of white flowers that
resemble hydrangea. If it is in bloom, notice how the marginal
flowers are larger than those in the center of the cluster. In winter the
twigs and buds provide food for deer. Look for more Hobblebush
ahead on the right.

Hobblebush in bloom
Witch-hazel (described in Station 21) is also common,
varying in form from small shrubs to smallish, spindly trees. This
section of trail crosses a series of drainage channels that conduct
runoff from snowmelt from the hill overlooking the Bog to the
adjacent wetlands.
Station 31. Marsh Blue Violets and Purple Fringed Orchis
Look at the Balsam Fir on the right side of the trail before the
turn. Despite their small size they are probably 20 to 25 years old,
growing very slowly at this shady site. Notice the Eastern Hemlock
growing on the moss-covered “nurse stump” across from the firs.
Moss-covered stumps and logs are wonderful germination sites for
the small seeds of birches, pines and hemlocks, but only hemlock can
grow in such deep shade. Both firs and hemlocks have short, flat
needles, but hemlock needles are generally shorter than those of firs
and are connected to the branch by a short stem. If you look straight
ahead where the trail turns left, you will see some large, dead Balsam
Fir with pronounced pockets of pitch on the smooth bark.

In spring, in a small swampy area about 20 feet from the end
of the boardwalk, you can see the Marsh Blue Violet, with flower
stems notably taller than the leaves. Purple Fringed Orchis, a
member of the Orchid family, was previously found nearby, but
seems to have disappeared, as many orchids do.
Station 32. Pileated Woodpeckers at Work
High in the large twin-trunked White Pine just ahead you can
see Pileated Woodpecker holes that were drilled in search of
carpenter ants. A White-breasted Nuthatch has been observed
entering the crease in the bark below the holes. Trailing Arbutus,
Goldthread and other spring-flowering plants can be found on the
mound to the right of the trail (the fertile remains of a decayed
stump).
Station 33. Black Cherry
The stump of this slender Black Cherry tree is a reminder that
things are constantly changing at the Bog. The rough dark outer bark
of the Black Cherry has been described as resembling burnt potato
chips! Can you find two more Black Cherry trees to the right of the
trail? Cherries are an important food for a number of songbirds,
squirrels, and other wildlife. Cherry trees are frequently deformed by
black knot disease, which produces warty black galls that vary from
a half an inch to more than a foot in diameter.
Station 34. To the Point
Observe the unusual circular patterns in the bark of this Red
Maple. These concentric cracks, characteristic of Red Maple, occur
around old branch stubs. Notice the profusion of ferns growing on
both sides of the boardwalk at the trail junction. How many of these
can you find: New York Fern, Cinnamon Fern, Royal Fern, Sensitive
Fern, Intermediate Wood Fern, and Bracken Fern?
Ahead on the right is a short trail that goes to the end of the
point jutting out into the pond, an excellent spot for bird watching.
This side-trail crosses a section of low wetlands before reaching the
peninsula itself, suggesting that raising the water level of the pond
might eventually turn the peninsula into an island. The pine- and redmaple-forested peninsula is dry, with typical woodland ground
covers. After crossing the boardwalk you will see an unusual large
Red Maple with a terminated main trunk and vertical branches or
shoots that have replaced the defective leader.
At the end of the trail there are good views of the fen with its
typical Leatherleaf (also called Cassandra) shrubbery in the cove to

the right of the point. Leatherleaf, an evergreen heath (the family that
includes azaleas and blueberries), grows in peat soils of fens and
bogs. Its narrow leaves are usually somewhat yellowish beneath.
Roundleaf Sundew is another of the specialized plants that is found
here at the bog, primarily on the islands in the pond rather than on
the shore.

Roundleaf Sundew
Visitors to the Point are asked to stop short of the pine snags so as
not to disturb any wildlife that might be nearby.

Station 35. In the Pond
In the pond, tiny microscopic phytoplankton (plants) and
zooplankton (animals) form the basis of the food chain. These are
eaten by various aquatic invertebrates, such as adult diving and riffle
beetles and beetle larvae, dragonfly and damselfly nymphs, and
caddisfly larvae. These and other various aquatic insects are eaten by
amphibians and fish.

Green Frog

The pond serves as a nursery for many amphibian species.
Beginning in late April, Wood frogs, Spotted salamanders, Green
frogs, American toads, Bullfrogs, and Eastern spotted salamanders
(newts) meet at the pond to mate and lay eggs that hatch into larval
salamanders and tadpoles. A few species of fish call the pond their
year-round home, including pickerel, darters, and dace.
Station 36. Clubmoss Corridor
Between here and the pontoon bridge can you find four
different clubmosses growing along the left side of the trail? About

eight feet before the Station 36 marker is a patch of Prickly Tree
Clubmoss and Stiff Clubmoss, previously seen at Station 6. A little
further along the trail you can also find Running Pine, a creeping,
irregularly-branched clubmoss with flattened, slightly drooping
branchlets that resemble the flattened, scalelike leaves of cedar trees.
The less common Staghorn Clubmoss no longer grows in Station 36
but can be found at Station 37. Clubmoss (Lycopodium) are small,
erect, or creeping evergreen plants with scalelike leaves, the only
living relative of ancient Clubmoss trees. Like ferns, they produce
tiny spores instead of seeds. Clubmoss spores, small and highly
flammable, were formerly used to make flashes for photography.

Staghorn Clubmoss

Princess Pine Clubmoss

Further down the trail on the left notice the shallow root
system of the downed White Pine. It was uprooted and toppled by a
strong wind white still alive—a blowdown rather than a deadfall.
This opened a hole in the tree canopy which benefitted light-seeking
plants like the Oak, Hawthorne and Beech seedlings growing in the
understory, Hayscented Fern, and the baby White Pine surrounding
the fallen tree. Don’t mistake the Haircap Moss on top of the trunk
for Lycopodium (clubmoss)—it’s a Bryophyte (i.e. moss).
After the wind-snapped pine trunk lying beside the trail on the
right, take a short side-trail to the pond and examine the plant
communities along the shore. Growing among the Tussock Sedge are
two typical bog/fen plants: Sheep Laurel (an evergreen heath with
parasol-shaped pink flowers that grow in clusters along the stem
from May to August) and Leatherleaf (an early-flowering evergreen
heath with bell-like flowers growing in the angles of upper leaves).
Station 37. The Main Beaver Dam and More Clubmoss
The beaver dam at this site was partially blown up in the early
1970s, generating local concern that led to the protection of Quincy

Bog. In 1993 young people from the NH Student Conservation
Corps built a log bridge over the abandoned beaver dam, enabling
visitors to walk around the bog without having to cross private land.
Beaver returned to Quincy Bog during the spring of 1997 and in
2001 began rebuilding the dam, eventually burying the log bridge
and forcing visitors onto private property to complete their walk
around the Bog. By the mid-2000s they had used up most of their
food supply in the vicinity of the main dam and moved to more
productive areas like those around the inlet stream. In 2019 a
renewed food supply drew them back to this part of the pond, where
once again they add branches and mud to the main dam.
PLEASE DON’T CLIMB ON OR CROSS THE BEAVER
DAM. Use the new pontoon bridge a short distance downstream to
continue around the bog.

Aeriel view of main beaver dam beyond pontoon bridge
Photo by Peter Bloch
On the right where the trail makes a sharp turn left away from
the pond, look for Painted Trillium blooming in June. Painted
Trillium can be recognized by its striking flower with a crimson
blaze at the base of three wavy white petals. Look for Staghorn
Clubmoss with upright branching stems that resemble deer horns or
wolf claws at the base of the White Pine where the trail turns left.
Can you tell the difference between two common groundcovers
found along both sides of the trail? Partridgeberry has small paired
leaves and bright red berries with two blossom-end holes;
Checkerberry has somewhat larger, thick shiny oval leaves that smell
like wintergreen when crushed.
Station 38. Of Dams and Bridges
In 2003, as part of an Eagle Scout project, local Boy Scout
Jonah Serfass and members of his troop constructed a new bridge
over the outlet stream to replace the log bridge buried by the beaver.

This time, with a little encouragement, the beaver raised a
secondary dam along the line of posts implanted slightly upstream
rather than directly on the bridge.
In 2011, Tropical Storm Irene pummeled the Bog with
heavy rain and wind, washing the west side of the Eagle Scout
Bridge thirty feet downstream. Although trail volunteers were able
to winch the bridge back into position, the storm accelerated its
decline. In 2012 the Meredith Village Savings Bank awarded
Quincy Bog a grant to replace the old bridge with a 96-foot floating
bridge constructed by linking a series of pontoon dock sections.
The new bridge is located below the main beaver dam, a short
distance upstream from the old bridge. Since the new bridge will
rise and fall with changes in water levels, it won’t be affected by
beaver activity. With the removal of the old bridge, the area will
return to a natural state with reduced impact on the adjacent
wetlands.

Why do beaver build dams? On land, beaver and their kits
are vulnerable to predators (Eastern Coyote and Red Fox). Dams
cause streams to back up and form ponds that allow beaver to hide
and escape from their enemies. As they cut down the trees near the
shore, building the dam higher causes additional flooding that
enables them to go deeper into the forest to find food without
leaving the safety of the water. If you look closely, you’ll see that
dams are more than piles of sticks—mud and uprooted aquatic
plants are used to plug the holes between the sticks and keep the
water from flowing through.
With increased beaver activity, keeping the trail above water
has been a challenge. Parts of the trail have been relocated to
higher ground, but it has also been necessary to periodically break
holes in the dams to reduce flooding. Of course, when the beaver
hear the water flowing through the dam, they hurry to repair the
damage, but in the meantime the water level in the pond has been
lowered so that the trail is again passable.

The wooden structure in the middle of the main dam is a
“beaver box,” designed to let water through the dam in such a way
that beaver can’t find and stop the leak. Beaver at Quincy Bog may
be smarter than most, but it took them just two months to figure
things out and pack six feet of mud under the upstream end of the
box, rendering it useless!

Crossing the bridge, enjoy the view of Stinson Mountain
rising above the Bog. Pickerel live only on the pond side of the
main dam while brown bullheads (Hornpout) inhabit the stream
below. The drowned trees downstream from the bridge provide
habitat for Pileated Woodpeckers and other cavity-nesting birds.
Waterfowl such as Mallards, Black and Wood Ducks, and Canada
Geese can frequently be seen in the main and lower ponds and in
the outlet stream. For at least a decade, a pair of Canada Geese has
annually raised their young in Quincy Bog. Pickerelweed, with
blue flower spires and leaves shaped like arrowheads, and
Spatterdock pond lilies are abundant in the shallow water next to
the bridge. At the end of the bridge, follow the trail to the right to
return to the Nature Center.

Great Blue Heron with Hornpout
Station 39. Where Dragons Fly.
Dragonflies and damselflies can be seen almost anywhere at
Quincy Bog during the warm months of the year, generally midMay through mid-October. They are creatures of the sun, most
often seen on warm, sunny days and rarely on cool, overcast days
or in the rain. Dragonflies and damselflies are insects from related
families, with many genera and species represented at Quincy Bog.
To date, more than 30 species of dragonfly and 22 species of
damselfly have been observed here. On a typical warm, sunny day
in early July, it is common to observe a dozen species of
dragonflies and a half dozen different damselflies.
Dragonflies are generally somewhat larger, with stouter
bodies and heavier wings. Damselflies are usually smaller and
more slender, with delicate wings rising from stalks on their
bodies. They often fold their wings across their backs when they
are resting. Dragonflies are generally stronger fliers than
damselflies, which are more often seen perched in the grass or
brush alongside the pond.
Both insects start as eggs laid in water during the summer

season. They hatch, generally after a few weeks, and become
aquatic larvae, living in the bog and "breathing" through gills. They
stay in that condition for one to a few years (depending on the
species) and eventually crawl out of the water, shed the shell of
their last larval stage, and spread their wings, filling them with
fluid. After a couple of hours spent drying their new wings and
letting them stiffen, they fly away! Their final "exuvia" shells are
often found hanging on blades of grass or sticks at the edge of the
pond. After hatching, these new adults leave the Bog for a few days
and then return to participate in the mating process. Life in the
adult stage generally lasts from a few weeks to a couple of months.
So, as you look at these bugs flying over the water surface or in the
weeds at the edge, you're seeing the final, brief stage of an animal
that has been living underwater in the Quincy Bog for the past
couple of years.

Dragonfly

Damselfly

Dragonflies and damselflies are voracious feeders, devouring
many eggs of mosquitoes and similar insects (including those of
other dragon or damselflies). But they don't bite humans nor do
they sting. If you hold one in your hand, it won't harm you,
although it may grab your finger with its jaws. It simply wants to
be released so it can continue feeding on the pesky insects that
inhabit bogs and marshes.
Different species of dragonflies emerge at different times
during the summer. In May, big, 3-inch-long Common Green
Darner flying strongly over open water may be seen. In June, Chalk
-fronted Corporals begin to bask in the sun on bridges and
boardwalks. July brings Slaty and Spangled Skimmers, and
throughout August the Canada Darner dominates the airways above
the pond. In late summer and early autumn, various species of
Meadow-hawk abound with the Autumn Meadowhawk (Yellowlegged Meadowhawk) lingering some years into the last week in
October. Damselflies also have their times to emerge. The tiny 1inch-long Eastern Forktail is the season opener, often appearing in
early May, and the season closer is the Slender Spreadwing, which

has been observed in late October. Enjoy these fascinating,
wonderfully colored insects, and their dazzling flying abilities!
Station 40. The White Pine Grove
Shortly after entering the pines to the left of the beaver
dam, the main trail turns right, returning to the Nature Center
along the west shore of the pond. Continuing straight ahead
rather than turning will take you to the kiosk in the cul-de-sac at
the end of Cranberry Bog Road.
Between the cul-de-sac and the Quincy Road lies the
Baker Forest, a five-acre plantation of White and Red Pine given
to the Quincy Bog Natural Area by the State of New Hampshire.
Mature Red and White Pine were harvested in October 2017,
allowing a new crop of pine seedlings to sprout and grow and
providing habitat for wildlife that need a young forest and shrub
conditions. Look for the baby pines seeded by the mature pines
left as “mother trees” and recently introduced chestnut seedlings.

Baker Forest tree harvest

White Pine growth

Returning to the trail back to the Nature Center, you will
notice a number of slender dead pines, some of which remain
standing and some of which have fallen. Skinny pines like these
just can’t compete with their more robust neighbors and succumb
to natural mortality. Eventually, they break off at the base of the
tree where dampness promotes rot. The fallen dead wood
decomposes into soil and nourishes the next generation of pines.
On the right, beaver have removed many of the American Beech
and Red Oak growing beneath the White Pine between the trail
and the pond, opening new vistas. Numerous sprouts grew
around the stumps; those that survive and grow will in time
renew the understory and perhaps feed future generations of
beaver. Many resprouting trees produce chemicals in their bark
that taste unpleasant to the beaver, so the beaver avoid them.

Station 41. Sedge Meadow
While traversing the sedge meadow, take advantage of the
open vistas of this area to enjoy the view of the pond. This final
parcel of land was acquired by the Quincy Bog Natural Area in
November of 1998. The land was logged by the previous owner in
the early 1990s, and now shows early succession growth of Birch,
Pin Cherry, Red Maple and White Pine. Sheep Laurel and
blueberries (both Highbush and Lowbush) are common along the
trail. Many blueberry shrubs display “witches’ broom,” an abnormal
growth of weak, closely spaced shoots, caused by fungi or viruses.
Beaver have dug canals through the sedge meadow bordering
the bog pond, enabling them to float branches from downed trees to
safer feeding locations without having to leave the water. Some of
the larger American Beech to the left of the trail have been partially
chewed by beavers but, like the large Yellow Birch near the inlet
stream (Station 19), are still standing. Fresh cuts indicated that the
beaver were once again active on this side of the pond, stockpiling
branches for the long winter ahead.
In late fall and winter the bright red berries of Winterberry
Holly adorn the wetland just before the trail turns left to enter the
woods. Small, inconspicuous greenish to whitish flowers bloom in
the leaf axils in late spring after leaves have emerged. Chokeberry
shrubs can also be found along this section of the trail. Look for
clusters of white flowers with pink anthers in the spring, followed by
dark berries and colorful red foliage in the fall. In early June look for
a magenta-flowered Rhodora in the sedge at the end of the
boardwalk. It’s a distant relative of the Rhododendron.
Station 42. Beaver Lodges.
After re-entering the forest on your way back to the Nature
Center, look for beaver lodges built on an island a short distance
from the shore of the pond. Notice that Beaver have cut down trees,
eating the smaller branches and stripping much of the bark. The logs
are left behind, too heavy to carry away. At least two older lodges
can be seen hidden among the bushes on the islands. Active lodges
display freshly cut sticks but abandoned lodges become covered with
vegetation
Lodges are constructed of layers of sticks piled into a conical
form above the waterline. Inside, the beaver have hollowed out two

chambers from above the waterline. One to serve as a drying
area, and another to serve as living quarters and nest area. Lodges
are entered through two or more underwater tunnels. Beaver
ponds must be deep enough so they don’t freeze all the way to
the bottom. Because they do not hibernate, beaver stockpile
sticks underwater to serve as food after the pond freezes. They
stay inside their lodge all winter except when they swim under
the ice to feed on the sticks. Active lodges give off steam in
winter, indicating that beaver are inside, waiting for spring.

Beaver lodge

Beaver-chewed tree

How many beaver are there at Quincy Bog? Each active
lodge houses 2 to 10 beaver, including a monogamous adult pair,
young offspring and kits born the previous spring. Two-year-old
beaver typically leave their lodges to find mates and begin their
own colonies. Count the number of active lodges and you can
estimate the total beaver population at the Bog.

Before returning to the Nature Center, observe Stinson
Mountain rising to the north of the bog. The headwaters of
Quincy Bog are located on the lower flank of Stinson within
Quincy Pasture Forest. With luck you might see one of the
Rattlesnake Mountain Peregrine Falcons hunting in the distance,
or an American Bald Eagle perched in a tree. As you lower your
gaze, note the progression from upland forest to sedge meadow
to Sheep Laurel and other bog vegetation at the water’s edge.
Then look out on the pond to see which of the many birds and
animals that frequent the bog have stopped by for a visit. Maybe
you’ll see a beaver, an otter or even a moose!

Moose feeding by the pond

Bald Eagle at the bog

THANKS FOR VISITING QUINCY BOG!
We hope you enjoyed your visit and will come again.

If you want to keep your trail guide, please
deposit $2.00 in the lock box at the kiosk next to
the parking lot at the Nature Center; otherwise,
please return it to the kiosk for others to use.

If you are visiting the Bog with children, we invite them to
BECOME A JUNIOR NATURALIST!

Download an activity book on our website
www.quincybog.org
and contact us at jrnaturalist@quincybog.org

This Trail Guide is sponsored in part by New Hampshire
landowner Green Acre Woodlands, Inc.
Many thanks to our 2018-2019 grantors:
NH Charitable Foundation
Madelaine G, VonWeber Trust
Davis Conservation Foundation
Meredith Village Savings Bank
Samuel P. Hunt Foundation
Grant funding enabled us to repair and reconstruct the
one mile trail around the bog. Trail repairs and bridge
construction took place Winter/Spring of 2020.

Quincy Bog Natural Area is owned and managed by Rumney Ecological Systems, a nonprofit, tax-exempt 501 (c) 3
organization. The Bog is private land, not public land owned
by all; visitors are guests. The natural area is open to the public 365 days a year without charge, although donations are
always welcome. The guidelines listed in the inside cover are
intended to protect the natural area and enhance the experience of our visitors.
Quincy Bog Natural Area
P.O. Box 90, Rumney NH 03266
All photos by Sue Buttrick.
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